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About This Content

In 2017, we upgraded Jazzpunk to Jazzpunk: Director's Cut, adding in a ton of new content for free. Alongside this upgrade, we
decided to release an optional Mini-Mission, The Flavour Nexus, so that fans of the series could continue to support us, and we

can keep making the games you love. The Flavour Nexus is a lost chapter from Jazzpunk, and takes place *spoilers* between the
Daytime Tiki Resort and Nighttime Tiki Resort missions, when Polybank is poisoned and concussed.

This is a short(!) mission, playtime averages around 20-50min, depending on how you play and explore, and it is priced to
reflect this. So if you would like to continue supporting us as a studio, please consider throwing a buck/euro/pound/kroner into

our tip jar, and grab yourself some Flavour Nexus!

Flavour Nexus can be accessed through the Extras section in the title screen.
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not playable.. At first I thought 'The Moment of Silence' was a decent game if somewhat dry and generic with awkward controls
that left me not knowing where to click on the screen to move from one location to another. By the time I was two thirds of the
way through the game I just wished that it was over, and really that I hadn't even started playing the game in the first place...
even as I managed to crawl to the end of the story. Whatever interesting ideas there are in this game are buried under way too
many transition screens and shopping lists of dialogue.

Another thing that really got me was the lack of decent roles for the female characters. After dead wives; helpless wives;
manipulative online girlfriends; silent secretaries; defective AI; and untrustworthy street solicitors I was starting to think that
maybe it would be nice to get some variety in the female NPCs that you interactive with in this game. But then I was introduced
to an even worse female character (a ditsy skimpily dressed resort hostess who unwittingly described how she got her job by
being pretty and failing an IQ test) and I started thinking that maybe the poor roles for female characters was on purpose. I
certainly didn't see any problems with the roles for male characters.

I just don't think it's worth digging through the mountain of generic ideas; poor mechanics and controls; and seeming misogyny
to find the good in this game. I wouldn't recommend 'The Moment of Silence' even if it was free.. The next generation of
Touhou fighters is here and strong to boot.
There are a few big problems (lack of story mode spell cards, netcode issues, etc.), but according to Tasofro tweets they are in
the works to be fixed.
The community for this game's online is sizable, compared to Urban Legend in Limbo and especially Hopeless Masquerade.
If you liked Urban Legend in Limbo and Hisoutensoku back in the day, you'll be pleasantly surprised here. Versus mode is very
fleshed out, with nearly 400 playable pairs possible.. well... more bewbs, yea why not! btw game still haven't patched
multiplayer so you can only player her on single player or coop solo :(. Disclaimer: Bought it for 1.01 Euro and I suck at (not
only) runner games. And I'm late to the party, got it during Steam Winter Sale 2017.

As one can't use profanity on Steam, this will be short. I hate this *******, ******* game. Also, I love it, the music is great,
and it's one of the games that are "just one more try". But as I said. I hate this *******, ******* game.

If you didn't played it already, buy it. Now! Don't wait, add it to cart!
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I didn't play much yet, but I'm giving it a recommend anyway. I love metroidvania style games, and the graphics and movesets
are really interesting. The dev just needs more time, which is why I'm happy to hold off playing until it's all nicely finished. Not
an expensive game :). Weird....Installed stuff for about and hour that seems to be required. Then I can see NO way to start the
game or try a solo race. This is very confusing. Going to refund.. An awesome hybrid of Dj MAX and Super Hexagon.. its good
game i hope to make more update for the game and more rooms. Paradox DLC is blasphemy.. nice and easy loved it. Finished
the game, it is definitely a mix of magrunner and portal. I for one usually love these games and want as many to come out as
possible, if they aren't short or feel like a genuine copy of better versions of the genre. I found the game fairly short, about 9
hours of gameplay. The voice acting is okay, kind of annoying at times, but nontheless better than nothing. I made sure to turn
any music off for a better gaming experience.

The game was originally announced for March 2015 Steam launch and after waiting another 2 months for it's release, I was
hoping for something longer and more challenging, per say.

PRICE POINT: At $15 it's hard what to expect, it's not that expensive for 9 hours of gameplay, but other first person puzzle
games at this price point will give you significantly more playtime. I would wait for this game to on sale for about $5. Games
like Q-beh, Magrunner, Parallax, Portal, Antichamber, The Ball, etc were all much harder and longer and made me feel
accomplished. This game, not so much. Once you get the basics down it's not a real challenge.

CAN I RECOMMEND IT: At $5, I would have, at $15 I cannot for the fact that it is subpar as far as it sits. Right now, you can
play longer Portal 2 maps made for free that will leave you with a better satisfaction. In all, IT IS A REALLY SHORT GAME
with little to show.

CHEAT HINT: (?)
I don't know if this is a cheat or not, but you can use a small box to perform magnet jumps to anywhere in the game. Stand on a
small box, set your magnetic gun to the second or third most powerful settings, look straight down at the box, and just hold the
right click and jump at the same time, the box will lift you up and you can mega jump almost anywhere in the game, this lets
you completely avoid certain sections of the earlier puzzles. This should probably be fixed.
Bugs: The game can crash or have you fall through the void between levels. The best option when you enter the end cage to
crawl through is to stop as soon as you enter the transition, let the game save, then continue on through the crawl exit to the next
side, if you don't let it save, you could fall through on a bug and have to restart the previous level.
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